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Visitors 45 Contributors 17 CONTRIBUTIONS 17

19 June 20

Henry

AGREES

0  
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0  
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0
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0  
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0
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GUEST BOOK

Submit Public Comment

Missoula is in an extreme housing shortage, in particular affordable & high density ho
using, especially near the urban core. I am 100% in support of changing zoning throu
ghout the city of Missoula to encourage small, (NOT luxury), high density rental and o
ther units near the urban core to improve livability and reduce automobile pollution & c
ongestion. Specifically, I would love to see the university district & all areas within a 1-
2 mile radius of downtown have zoning liberalized to allow for much higher density re
sidences, apartments, etc, and would like to see zoning at the edge of the city discour
age development & suburban sprawl.

By passing codes to limit parking and encourage biking the city is merely passing par
king issues onto law enforcement. People do not have adequate vehicle parking in the
City and since we live in MT, biking occurs in spring and summer ratger than wonter 
months. In addition with a college campus, reducing parking in residential creates cha
os when multiple college students with cars rent residential units

I deeply support the proposed changes to the ADU policy. We recently finished
building an ADU on our property, but now feel stuck, because we are required to live 
on the property, but my wife will be giving birth soon and we don't have a bedroom for 
the new baby. We'd like to rent our house, but the current rules require the owner to
live on the property now that we have an ADU. As for parking, our ADU was built in ou
r garage space, which is turning out to be a real pain. The city required three off street
parking spaces, which required us to asphalt roughly half of our backyard. The two pa
rking spots in front of our old garage/new ADU cannot be used because of current set
back regulations, so we were required to replace our beautiful and large backyard gar
den with three large asphalt spaces. I hardly think this is what city residents really wa
nt, but this is what the current regulations require. Thank you, Keith Miller

Thank you for finally addressing the density issue through revising the ADU regulation
s! The city of Missoula does not have much room to expand, and the best way to redu
ce sprawl and simultaneously improve the air quality in the valley is to build more apar
tments and ADUs. Not to mention reduce Missoula carbon footprint, and create more 
affordable housing in the valley. Thanks for your hard work on this!
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15 July 20

John Wolverton

AGREES
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DISAGRE

ES

0  

REPLIES
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15 July 20

HikeFishSki
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GreyWorld
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GUEST BOOK

Submit Public Comment

In order to equitably advance a just Missoula Housing Policy, Missoula should follow t
he path of Minneapolis and eliminate all single family zoning and replace SFR with du
plex or two unit zoning. This would have the practical application of opening vast amo
unts of parcels to more residential units. Plus, and just as important, it will advance an
expression that all of Missoula must share the burden of providing housing for more p
eople, rather than pushing in-fill housing into less privileged neighborhoods. Eliminate
all single family residential zoning, now. ---- Additionally we must change the languag
e of 'parking minimums' to 'parking maximums' in order to move toward a mindset of c
reating urban landscapes where actual people live and reside, rather than landscapes
and structures devoted to storing cars.

Great work on the regulations about ADUs, these are all needed changes. Too long t
he city has sided with NIMBY homeowners that oppose density, even though it is the 
only way to bring about more affordable housing. ADUs are affordable units that don't
require any wildlands being developed, or roads being built. The people of Missoula w
ill benefit from additional ADUs, and the price of housing will fall if more are built.

Re: Amendment to 20.40.135(C)-I have no objection to moving the notice provision, b
ut what is the point of telling the neighbors that a party (a/k/a "Tourist") house has alre
ady been approved next door? At that point, the important part is either maintaining a 
data base for the unfortunate neighbors (who were there at the time or move into a re
sidential neighborhood assuming it's residential, not someplace with turnover approac
hing hotels) to be able to find, and complain to, the responsible party. Additionally, To
urist Houses are not the same character/quality of use as owner- or longer-term
rental residences and should not be permitted in residential areas, or should have min
imum 3-6 month leases in order to be of a minimal residential character. Limiting the l
ocation of tourist houses to mixed use/commercial areas (they are the up-scale equiv
alent of single-unit hotels) will 'free up' housing for longer-term renters, albeit at reduc
ed profits but will also reduce the demand for "houses" designed with short-term
tourist desires/luxuries as the owner's target market. You won't coordinate with Misso
ula's Housing Policy until you clip that albatross' wings. Re: 20-45-60 amendments
loosening accessory dwelling criteria - While a cheap/fast way to get plenty of garage 
conversions and 'cottages' in the long term it will be an access/engineering/aesthetic 
disaster and will make more reasonable conversion to higher density and in-fill even m
ore cost-prohibitive because of having to buy the income-producing units and tear do
wn more structures. Also, you aren't going to address the shortage of affordable housi
ng until you prohibit using ADU's as AirBnB or VRBO (which hurt the availability of ho
using and ruin the residential character of a 'residential' zone. (And ADU's allowed to b
e used as tourist houses/AirBnB and VBROs actually DO need parking.) Re:20-85-07
0 Amendments (esp. H(2)(a)(b) and (g)-Does nothing to promote additional housing a
nd affordable housing because it not only continues the NIMBYism factors but the req
uirement to functionally "match" what's already there prevents diverse populations fro
m moving in (if they can't afford the 2500 sq ft single-family home on lot stretching fro
m street to alley or more). The 'character' of the neighborhood should be based on the
purpose--if it's residential, it should allow a reasonable range of any size/density of res
idence, whether it "matches" what the existing property owners have or want. It preser
ves what's there for the benefit of who's there, but is also sclerotic and privilege-ensuri
ng.
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15 July 20

DannyTenenbaum

AGREES
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0  
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16 July 20

Just This Guy, You Know?
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0

17 July 20

J2brdie
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AGREES
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0  
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0
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GUEST BOOK

Submit Public Comment

Great work on the Title 20 changes. I particularly appreciate how the changes apply to
all neighborhoods equally. Zoning equity is a key feature of the Citywide Housing
Policy, and Equity is also one of the five elements of the City's new strategic decision-
making framework.

I appreciate all of the updates to the ADU code. I feel these revisions will increase den
sity and rental options without encouraging scraping and redeveloping of our neighbo
rhoods. My only hesitation is that I feel a rework of the "tourist home" code needs to g
o along with the ADU updates. Easing the process for ADU development will most
likely result in an increase in "tourist homes". It has been clearly shown that "tourist h
omes" degrade neighborhoods, decrease housing stock, undermine our local hotels (i
ncluding loss of jobs and tax revenue), and ultimately raise property and rental prices.
Please consider further restrictions or an outright ban on "tourist homes" within city li
mits to go along with the ADU revisions.

I appreciate the emphasis on ADUs addressing affordable housing, and the
simplification of the requirements for building one.

Thank you for taking the time to review and update our outdated zoning code. First, pl
ease consider replacing the current, outdated municipal code which creates driving-d
ependent communities and replace it with Form-based Code or a hybrid of Form-base
d Code and Conventional Code (as Missoula County has done). Conditional Uses - A
mend 19 - regarding the "elimination of specific elevation and landscape plans prior to
approval" - in a recent public meeting regarding stormwater, staff stated it would be h
elpful if a complete site evaluation was done before a site design. Removal this requir
ement may end up taking more time and resources when a site design ends up not fitti
ng a site because of elevation, stormwater and green infrastructure requirements. Am
end 22 - "more general approach to review" - Please do not remove staff or city
council review and "encourage" developers to "consider" plans and policies. Develope
rs already do not keep up-to-date with nor follow city policies and plans. They already 
know the loopholes and work hard to exempt themselves from green space and compl
ete streets. Their bottom line is always the largest return on their investment rather th
an spending more to do right by the city's health and plans. Relying on developers to
keep up-to-date with and follow city plans and policies is unrealistic and a conflict of in
terest. 20.85.070 - I. Factors to be Considered - Please do not exchange city council r
eview for staff and public comment. A third party unbiased review (city council) should
serve as a balance between opposing sides. Development can be argued for and aga
inst using the city's Growth Policy and current zoning regulations. Both staff and the p
ublic can have biased or myopic viewpoints where the city council should consider the
big picture and ensure the Growth Policy is adhered to. Rezoning process - this is not 
part of your update; however, the rezoning process also needs updating. Any city pro
cess that removes public comment or city oversight during development is antithetical
to the Our Missoula Growth Plan. Thank you for your time and consideration.
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17 July 20

HSMaclay

AGREES

0  

DISAGRE

ES

0  

REPLIES

0
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GUEST BOOK

Submit Public Comment

1. Stop doing annual updates. We tire of having to monitor them. These are not easy 
reads, and it takes time and gumption to decide to make comments. 2. These are the 
dog days of summer and COVID-19, so the lack of comments should not be taken as 
support for the amendments to the zoning code. 3. The Request for Public Comment 
emailed out doesn't give the public proper notice that significant changes are propose
d. It says: "This year’s package proposes 40 amendments and include changes that 
will: - Help implement the recently adopted Missoula Housing Policy; - Coordinate inte
r agency regulations; - Update the Conditional Use process to focus more specifically
on the proposed use, rather than specific design details;..." Problem is that one has to
know the the code words and the zoning code and process already to make sense of t
he notice. And one particularly has to divine that the Missoula Housing Policy adopted
a year ago is now being implemented almost globally throughout Missoula, with unkno
wn consequences for taxpayers and neighborhoods. We were told it was just a
"policy" and just a "plan" but key components are now being implemented. The most 
problematic is the implementation of the plan to have dense development without pro
viding for and keeping up park lands and open areas for those who are crowded into t
heir residences; without sensitivity to the history of Missoula, neighborhood character, 
and, especially, historic areas and components. Instead of valuing those aspects of th
e community, they are being judged as so last century as to be useless in this one. W
hile we hear the community's and MRA's glee about the owner stripping 1960's facing
from an East Main building, exposing the historic granite and wonderful facades, thes
e proposed zoning changes determine that such results will be only accidental. One h
as to read the actual document to learn that the carefully crafted ADU regulations that 
were hot button issues when adopted, are being eviscerated. We agreed to the
conditional use ADUs on the express conditions that the main property be personally 
owned ( vs. non-resident landlords for both the main house and the ADU); would be af
fordable because the site owner would be able to afford to construct the ADU and wo
uld use income from it to contribute to costs of the main house); would have their own
off-street parking; would not be taller than the existing main structure; would be permit
ted annually and therefore reviewed by the City for zoning compliance; would not be t
ourist rentals; and would be conditional uses for which neighbors got notice and possi
bility of input. I object to the elimination of all these requirements. It is particularly impo
rtant that ADUs not be permitted without any thought to impacts on Missoula's historic
districts. Although we cannot compel people to maintain their historic structures, we s
hould not intentionally encourage "investors" to purport to create affordable housing w
hile destroying the character, charm, attraction, tax generation of our historic district si
tes. It beggars belief that an occupant of an ADU will not rely on a car given the lack of
alternative transportation available at all times. Permitting the density of use of a site t
o double without providing for parking will degrade existing neighborhoods; make it dif
ficult for existing residents to safely park on the already clogged streets; will make it di
fficult for visitors and workers to come to existing residences; and induce people to ille
gally park, use areas meant as open space, grasslands, play areas, etc. and encoura
ge those who see a parking spot to grab it and guard it. I am most familiar with the
Hellgate High School and University district, which is on the sharp divide between bei
ng kept as an historic district, an attraction for visitors to Missoula, and tipping over int
o renter land managed by those who have hundreds of units. Although some residenc
es closest to the University are given permits for on-street parking (which I support) th
e rest of us must find parking on the street in competition with high school students a
nd (we hope returning) college students. I encourage you to limit and strictly regulate 
tourist homes. The market for tourist homes can overtake any "affordable housing" cr
eated by ADUs and the main houses associated with them. Helena Maclay
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17 July 20

TabethDancingBear

AGREES
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ES
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REPLIES

0

17 July 20

skinnyblackdog

AGREES
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GUEST BOOK

Submit Public Comment

I oppose most of the changes suggested by theTitle 20 Update Amendmedments. 20.
25.030 A. 1. d. Affordable Housing. The old language was specific and clear.
20.45.060 B. 3. a-c. Regulations for ADUS. You've gutted all permit regulations which
kept track of compliance. 20.45.060 B. 4. Owner occupancy of the main dwelling ensu
res that renters behave in accordance with the neighborhood standards. 20.45.060.B. 
10. Parking is a HUGE problem everywhere in Missoula. One paved off-street parking
place is NOT too much to require for a unit that could have several drivers living there.
20.45.60 D. Existing Illegal ADUs "This section of the code expired in 2014 and is no l
onger relevant." Was any action taken prior to 2014 to deal with non-compliant ADUs
? No? Is that why it is not relevant? 20.85-2 All changes to a neighborhood should be 
noticed in the newspaper, by posting, by mail, to residents within a 150' of the change
.

The parking requirement should consider the surrounding needs. For example, we liv
e across Lowell Elementary, and street parking is essentially non-existent during busi
ness hours.

Hi. I got a note requesting comments on the Title 20 update. Here are some
Accessory Dwelling Unit comments. If Missoula thinks home ownership is worthwhile,
keep the ADU ownership requirement. If Missoula cares about neighborhood
harmony, keep the ADU parking requirement. With their present ownership and parkin
g requirements, ADUs encourage home ownership and help keep it affordable. Witho
ut the ownership provision people who want to buy rentals because they give them
income, compete with people who want to buy themselves a place to live. The rental i
ncome people can afford to pay more than the place-to-live people. It's tough for own
er-occupied to compete. More people means more cars. Ignoring that leads to
conflicts. The parking requirement doesn't eliminate the problem, but it addresses it s
omewhat. My comments are bulleted, below. 2. ADU - Section 20.45.060B.3; remove
the annual permit requirement for an accessory dwelling unit. Renumber remaining
subsections appropriately. • If the owner occupation clause is kept, and I hope it's kep
t, keep this. It helps track compliance. 3. ADU - Section 20.45.060B.4; remove owner 
occupancy requirements for an accessory dwelling unit. Renumber remaining
subsections appropriately. • The owner occupancy requirement ◦ Promotes owner oc
cupancy ◦ Keeps home prices down ◦ Makes owner-occupied homes somewhat affor
dable ▪ Income from the ADU helps pay their bills ▪ Competition with a rental
business increases prices 4. ADU - Section 20.45.060B.10; remove parking requirem
ents for an accessory dwelling unit. Renumber remaining subsections appropriately. •
As density increases, parking competition increases. Want neighborhood harmony? A
t least keep the parking requirement 5. ADU - Section 20.45.060B.11; remove the min
imum square footage requirement for Accessory Dwelling Units. • Not opposed. 6. AD
U - Section 20.45.060C.3; limit the height of accessory dwelling units to 22’. • Not opp
osed. 7. ADU - Section 20.45.060C.5.b; remove the term “by-right”. • Not opposed. 8. 
ADU - Section 20.45.060D; remove this section on existing illegal accessory dwelling 
units. Renumber remaining subsections appropriately. • Haven't examined this, but I'
m not opposed. 9. Parking - Section 20.60.020C; remove the requirement of an additi
onal parking space for an accessory dwelling unit, and change terminology from
“subsidized” to “affordable housing”. • Combined with other proposals, this adds more
people with no provision for cars. People bring cars. Keep the parking requirement. T
hanks for the opportunity to comment. Stay safe. ---ed
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17 July 20

Philip Perszyk

AGREES
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17 July 20

Matts Larson
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0
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This is another example of the ignominy and duplicity of this city's governing council. I 
have lived here nearly forty years and never been convinced that the interests of the
citizens have been fully heard. Our mayor listens and gives his word and is
unfaltering in his honesty. The city council, on the other hand, has had a few good lea
ders and many who distort facts and the truth. This is called lying. We were told ADU'
s would be limited to certain strict conditions. Now this council is proposing changes t
hat go directly against the wishes of most of us and the promises made by the city co
uncil. I am attempting to sell my home and leave Missoula. Good luck on the ruinous 
policies you make now and in the future. If I were any one of you who have betrayed t
his community with false promises, I would be ashamed. However, I doubt you have t
he inner, guiding veracity to recognize your own shameful moral turpitude.

Welp this ship has sailed! Can’t wait to not be able to park and pay more for rent so o
ut of state and local rich landlords with multiple rental properties can get extra AirBNB
income. meanwhile 20 million people are facing eviction and we live in the city with th
e 33rd largest income disparity in the country... great... thanks for the 40 revisions to t
he zoning policy during a the height of summer while you’ve diminished public comme
ntary to something that comes from a screen or a website. I challenge the city council 
and mayor to go back to in person meetings and truly open it up to the public again.
We CAN safely accomplish in person meets that as other counties have. As far as thi
s topic is concerned: 1. I echo the earlier complaints of unreasonable gutting of the E
XISTING ADU and Zoning. They do not need these updates. The housing policy isn’t 
broken or antiquated it’s city government that is. You’re not seeing much participation 
here because people have by enlarge given up on talking to city council and the mayo
r. This is a classic bate and switch maneuver by the city. We adopt the A Place to
Call Home “plan” and then proceed to gut the entire zoning history of the city. They Ap
proved putting 48 condos in the new “urban core” that was part of the downtown “plan
” the city even gave the developer 15,000 SF in right of way to do it. These “plans“ se
em more like Trojan horses with lip service to the actual big issues on the outside and
complete disregard for the Extra strain on the services, historic character, tax
consequences and other resources of the areas these plans effect. Remember we’ve 
been told recently that we can’t possibly pay for roads as is, now let’s put twice as ma
ny cars in the university district for instance and see what effect it has on the roads...
Next the city will decide you drop the minimum lot sizes in Missoula to 1500’ 2. I oppo
se Allowing ADU’s to be constructed on non-owner occupied housing will increase sp
eculation and SPIKE RENT and REAL ESTATE prices further. The yearly permit help
s regulate that. Google “increased real estate taxes for ADU’s in Portland” ~51% taxa
ble value increase on every lot that built an ADU. If the current Missoula city governm
ent would quit employing the failed tactics of every other major city and start listening t
o its citizens that would be great. We must stop pandering to mega developers and th
e ultra rich. $320k is the median home price currently for a home in Missoula. How m
any people on city council are renters even, I wonder? 1500 people spend up to 3-5 y
ears on the housing voucher list waiting to be placed... On average 1500 people or m
ore move to Missoula every year. Adding a bunch more AIRbnb/income properties to l
ine the pockets of the rich landlords and real estate agents of this community isn’t so
mething we need to encourage.
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